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FIG.2. Samplingfrequencyasfunctionofbarorientationwithre
spectto squarematrix.
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septa, the finest bars discernible should be of the order of V@/2
of the hole-separation distance. Therefore, for equivalent hole
separationdistanceand pixel size in the collimator and the corn
puter matrix respectively, the collimator is capable of superior
bar-pattern resolution due to the hexagonalconfiguration of the
array.

A comprehensivereviewof theeffectsof two-dimensionalimage
sampling, including a discussionofthe moire fringe effect, isgiven
by Legault (4).
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Distortion of Bar Phantom Images Due to Image
Digitalization

The point made by the abovepaper is well taken, but further
amplification ofcertain points may be in order.

The Nyquist samplingtheorem(1), which is the basisof modern
communication theory, states that in order to completely char
acterize a waveform that contains a maximum frequency com
poncnt of 1m(cycles/mm), it is necessaryto take at least 2fm(cy
des/mm) samples.If fewersamplesthan this are taken,â€œaliasingâ€•
may occur in which high frequency componentsappear as erro
neouslow frequency components.Aliasing results in permanent
distortion of the data that cannot be removedby later processing.
This fact may bedemonstratedby the imagesshownin the above
paper (2).

If we first pay attention to the casein which the bar phantom
is oriented at right anglesto the coordinatesof the data matrices
(Fig.I: Da,Db,andDc),wefirstnotethatthesamplingintervals
arc said to be2, 4, and 8 mm, respectively,for 128X 128,64 X 64,
and 32 X 32elementdata matrices.The bar phantom imagesmay
be viewed in cross section as a train of square waves. Fourier
analysisof sucha waveform would showa basicspatial frequency
ofO. I 25cy/mm for the 4-mm wide bars.Basedon the assumption
that the frequencyresponsedescribedby the modulation transfer
function of the gammacameralimits the frequencycontent of the
resulting image to about 0.25 cycle/mm, the Nyquist theorem
would require a sampling interval of no larger than 2 mm for the
quadrant containing the 4-mm bars.

Weseethenthat the I28X I28matrixshouldproperlydigitize
and display frequency componentsat least as high as the second
spatial harmonicof the4-mm barswhereasthe 64 X 64 matrix will
do this for the 9.5 mm bars only. The 32 X 32 matrix will beca
pable of digitizing only the basic frequency of the 9.5-mm quad
rant. Thesefactssuggestthat errors due to aliasing may very well
occur in all quadrants of the 32 X 32 image and in all but the
9.5-mm quadrant of the 64 X 64 image.

If thephantomisorientedat 45Â°tothecoordinatesof the
sampling matrix (Fig. 1:Ba, Bb, and Bc), the sampleintervals are
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FIG.3. Variationofcontrastasfunctionofbardisplacementwith
respect to squarematrix. (A)Bar patternalignedwith matrix: 100%
contrast. (b) Bar pattern displaced by 1/2pixel width: 0% con
trast.
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FIG.4. Samplingfrequencyinhexagonalmatrixasa functionof
bar orientation.

orientations should have bars and spaces of one-half the hole
separation distance. When the bars are aligned at 0 and 600 to the
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reducedby a factor of I /v'@ asdescribedby Shearer,and nowwill
properly sample waveforms whoseperiodsare 2.8, 5.6, and I 1.2
mm, respectively. This suggests that the 6.4-mm bars will be im
aged better, since the secondspatial harmonic is now properly
sampledbut that little or no reduction in artifact may beexpected
in either the 32 X 32 matrix or in the remaining quadrants of the
64 X 64 matrix.

In conclusion, the sampling interval and coarsenessof colli
mation chosen for digitizing an image should be based on a
knowledge of the spatial frequency content of the object being
imaged. Failure to properly samplethe data will result in artifacts
that may not be removed later.

CHARLES M. KRONENWETTER
EN-LIN

VA MedicalCenter

Wood, Wisconsin
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Calculationof RadioactiveDecay with a Pocket
Calculator

A shortletterundertheabovetitle byJamesS.Robertson(1)
prompts me to remark that much more sophisticated calculations
can be made with only a few steps on a programmable pocket
calculator (e.g., HP 25). The decay of a simple radioactive sub
stancecan be modeled by the discrete time analogue (Fig. 1) in
which the value of the multiplier a isjust exp (â€”Ar),r being any
convenient unit time interval. To take the simplest case, if the
numbers 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, . . . are used as the input sequence lxl, the
output sequence@ will be the numbers 0, 0, 1, exp(â€”Xr),
exp(â€”2Xr),exp(â€”3Xr). . . and these represent the activity at
successive intervals, r, generated by a single unit activity. To re
alize the model for sayTc-99m (half-life 6.05 hr) it would beap
propriate to calculateexp(â€”0.6932/6.05)and enter this result into
STO 1. The followingprogramshouldbekeyedin:

01 x@y
02 RCLI
03 x
04 +
05 GT000

To usethe program, all that hasto bedone is to enter a sequence
of numbers(starting with a zero), alternating with the R/S corn
mand.Step01 in the program insertsa newly enteredx value into
the Y register,transferring the previousoutput into the X register.
Step 02 recalls the contents of Store I , i.e., exp(â€”0.6932/6.05),
and step03 multiplies this by the contentsof the X register. Step
04 addson the contentsof the Y register. Step 05 halts the calcu
lator with the total displayed in the X register, and the calculator
is then ready to receive the next input. Each cycle therefore in
troducesa multiplication by the exponentialfactor andan addition
of a new input. The displays then showthe activity accumulated
at I-hr intervals.

The advantageof the techniqueis that it enablesoneto calculate
the amountofactivity availablenotonly from a singleinitial source
of any strength, but also from any arbitrary set of sources gener
atedat intervals,suchasmight beproducedfrom a reactoror other
machine, or from decayof a parent source.

For a radionuclide with decay constant A2,generated from a

InputIxI

FIG 2. Two-componentdiscrete time analogue.

parent with decayconstant X@a model suchasthat of Fig. 2 can
beused.

Inthisthefactorsa,b,caregivenbya = exp(â€”X1),b= exp
(â€”A2),c = ti (a â€”b)/(t1 â€”t2), wheret1, t2 are the respective
half-lives.

A programforanHP25calculatorbasedonthismodeloccupies
about 27 steps. (Copies will be sent to anyone interested.) The
program is operated in the sameway as the one-componentpro
gram, allowing convolutions to be performed with any arbitrary
input sequence.If the input sequencerepresentsparent activity
in any unit (e.g., mCi), the output will give the daughter activity
in the sameunit.
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